Diversity DVDs

NCATE diversity areas

Ethnicity

DVD1385 Crossing Arizona: a far-reaching and up to the moment look at the hotly debated issue of illegal immigration as captured at America’s current flashpoint—the Arizona Border.

DVD 1378: Borderless: the lives of undocumented workers: the program deepens understanding, providing an intimate look inside the lives of two non-status migrant laborers.

Race

DVD 1384: In the land of Jim Crow: Growing up segregated: the experiences of living with de jure segregation in the South and de facto segregation in the North are recalled in vivid first-hand accounts.

DVD 1402 Are you black or white? The historical reality of genetic science comes face to face with the modern concept of social race when students took a complex screening test that compared their samples with those of four regional anthropological groups.

Socioeconomic Status

DVD1391 Working with students from the culture of poverty: Acceptance & Accommodation; Affirmation

Gender

DVD1401 Identity Crisis: 25 boys and girls at age five reveal clear signals about their self-worth and their expectations for the future.

Language

Exceptionalities

DVD 1403 RTI tackles the LD explosion: a good IDEA becomes law: Learn how these seemingly minor changes in federal law place new and far reaching demands on the entire school community

Religion

DVD1377 Religious Diversity in America

DVD 1386 9/11 Backlash: Being Muslim in America: Islam, the fastest growing religion in the world has been part of American culture for more than 100 years. Explore the challenges Muslims have always faced fitting their religion into the American lifestyle and the new ones they’re encountering in the wake of September 11, 2001. 3 segments: teachings, backlash, and stereotypes in the media.

Sexual Orientation

Geographical Area